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Introduction
Traffic congestion is as severe in the large cities of Southeast Asia as anywhere in the world. Besides wasting time, money, and resources, unbridled traffic is a major cause of fatalities, particularly among youths, and the chief source of air pollution in all major Southeast Asian metropolises (Yeung, 1976; Rimmer, 1986) . Unless reversed, traffic congestion could stymie future economic growth, particularly in large primate cities, the places that have historically been the engines behind national expansion and industrialization.
Throughout Southeast Asia, urban traffic congestion has steadily worsened over the past decade as the motorized vehicle population has far outpaced road building efforts. In Jakarta, Bangkok, and Manila, vehicle registrations grew at an annual rate of between 10 and 15 percent throughout the 1980's, whereas only a few kilometers of roads were typically added in these cities each year over the same period (Spencer and Madhavan, 1989) . Less than 10 percent of total urban space in these three cities, moreover, is devoted to roadways. By comparison, roadspace makes up 22 percent of the land area in London and 24 percent in New York City (Sinsap, et al., 1988) . The problem is not just 4 R. Cervero, Paratransit in Southeast Asia a lack of capacity, but also a lack of any functional or effective road hierarchy. Just as rivers rely on good tributaries and the body depends on unobstructed arteries and capillaries, there must be a well-functioning network of local streets that interconnect with collectors and arterials for traffic to circulate efficiently. In many Southeast Asian cities, few good distributor roads are available. What would be considered local streets in the developed world are forced to function as collectors in the third world. Yet most local streets are too narrow and under-maintained to handle the traffic being funneled onto them. While converting narrow streets to one-way operation has sometimes helped, tripmaking often becomes circuitous as a resulL
Another distinctive feature of the urban transportation systems of many Southeast Asian cities is the dominance of the "free enterprise" or "informal" transport sector. For a host of reasons --e.g., few households own vehicles, market entry is loosely regulated, public transit is often overburdened, and huge labor surpluses exit --a dynamic and wide-ranging paratransit sector has evolved in cities like Jakarta and Manila. Paratransit takes many names, shapes, and forms in Southeast Asia, but is generally characterized by fleets of three-wheelers, jitneys, collective taxis, and minibuses that cruise the sweets for customers, providing either door-to-door or mainline service. Ranging from humanpowered rickshaws (becaks, tricycles) and three-wheel motorized scooters (bajas, tuktuks) to small buses (bemos, opelets, mikrolets), the paratransit sector offers a wide range of services in terms of seating capacity, speeds, geographic coverage, levels of comfort, and fares troth, 1988; Chujoh, 1989) . Some vehicles serve iocai trips of two to three blocks, others serve more intermediate distance travel, while still others cover entire regions. Because many neighborhood streets are so narrow and poorly maintained, paratransit also penetrates areas that buses and larger vehicles can not. Small vehi'-les offer other advantages over buses: they take less time to load and unload, they stop less frequendy, and run on shorter headways (Roschlau, 1989; Chujoh, 1989) . Driven by the profit motive, paratransit operators aggressively seek out new and expanding markets, innovating when and where necessary. They generally provide low performance services, but at a cheap price. Additionally, the informal transport sector has also become an important source of urban employment, particulary for young males who have temporarily migrated from the rural countryside (Waiters, 1979; Silcock, 1981; Kartodirdjo, 1981) .
Laissez Fair or Regulation?
The informal paratransit sector expanded throughout Southeast Asi,an cities during the post-WWII period. By 1975, there were an estimated 140,000 paratransit vehicles (bajajs, helicaks, berets, becaks) in Jakarta and 90,000 in Surabaya, Indonesia (Jacobs and Fouracre, 1974), As their numbers swelled and they began to compete for roadspace, traffic conditions began deteriorating in these cities. Since some vehicles are human propelled and most others have low power-to-weight ratios, paratransit vehicles are universally slow. Private motorist, commercial trucks, and public buses have thus found it difficult to co-exist with them. Paratransit operators are also frequently criticized for reckless driving, blocking lanes to load and unload passengers, overloading and operating unsafe vehicles, and excessive cruising for customers (.racobs and Fouracre, 1974; Mogridge, 1983; Kirby, et at., 1986A, 1986B) . Many foreign consultan,,s have also argued that paratransit modes have hampered the development of more modern transportation systems and technologies (Rimmer and Dick, 1980; Mogridge, 1983) . For these and other reasons, pressure has been mounting to restrict and, in some cases, even phase out paratransit operations. This whittling away process seems to have gained a momentum of its own --Bangkok abolished all pedicabs (samlor) in 1962 and a decade later merged private bus franchises into a regional bus authority; Jakarta stopped issuing licenses for human-powered becaks in 1972 and banned them from the city limits altogether in 1990; Manila has restricted jeepneys (12-14 passenger converted army jeeps) to a limited number of streets and cut back on licenses to the point where illegal operations now outnumber legal ones; Singapore eliminated its pirate taxis and over the past two decades consolidated eleven private Chinese bus companies into a single state-controlled enterprise (Rimmer and Dick, 1980; Krynetr, 1988) .
Still, for the most part, most bans so far have been limited to pedicabs and other human-powered tricyles, a mode that few would disagree is ill-suited for most streets of rapidly modernizing cities. Those motorized vehicles that have been outlawed, such as the helicak in Jakarta, have been done so mainly for safety reasons. Most remaining motorized three-wheelers, such as Jakarta's bajas, have been restricted to specific zones. Some critics warn, however, that the handwriting is on the wall and that the paratransit sector's days in Southeast Asia are numbered (Rimmer and Dick, 1980; Roth, 1988; Roschlau, 1989) . These same critics charge that the movement to abolish the paratransit sector is driven more by politics than economic reasoning. Among the reasons given are: foreign consultants and other "hired guns", many of whom only take taxis when in these cities and don't appreciate how important paratransit is to the urban poor, are culturally biased against paratransit; foreign lenders are seeking to export modern transport technologies to developing regions, a form of technological imperialism; and in the drive toward modernization, particularly in image-conscious national capitals, paratransit is viewed as an inferior, obsolete mode (Thomson, 1977; White, 1981; Dick and Rimmer, 1986; Rimmer, 1986) . Whatever the motivations, excessive regulation of paratransit could have serious repercussions, not only in terms of the efficiency of urban transportation services but with regards to equity as well. The few economic studies that have been conducted have generally found paratransit services to be an economic asset, eliminating the need for government subsidies and taking some of the peak period burdens off of public transit systems. For example, Manila's 60,000 jeepneys, a mainstay of the city's transportation system, carry nearly 50 percent of all peak hour passenger trips. Research has shown that Manila's jeepneys cost 16 percent less per seat mile than standard buses and generally provide a higher quality service (e.g., greater reliability, shorter waits) at lower fare (Roth and Wynne, 1982) . Most jeepney owner-operators ply their trade along corridors where short, multi-destinational trips are made, the very trips that are most costly for public transit to serve. Jeepney operators, moreover, have historically been the last to petition for fare increases. Almost all turn a profit where public transit authorities are unable to.
One irony of this situation is that at the same time many Southeast Asian cities are starting to cut back on the paratransit sector and substitute large public buses for small private vehicles, many first world cities are contemplating opening up markets to the private sector to foster greater competition and service innovation. Apparently, third world cities want their transport sector to look more like that of flu'st world cities and first world cities want vice-versa. Equally puzzling is why the paratransit sector is being primed for regulation at a time when privatization and self-reliance are being promoted in other sectors of Southeast Asian economies (Roschlau, 1989) . Increasingly, public officials in this part of the world are grappling with the question by how much, if at all, market entry, price levels, and service practices should be regulated within Southeast Asia's paratransit sector.
It is against this backdrop that important policy decisions will be made in coming years on the fate of three-wheelers, berets, jeepneys, and other small-scale vehicles in Southeast Asian cities. Clearly, better information is needed to guide future choices. This paper seeks to clarify the contributions of paratransit toward making the road systems of Southeast Asian cities function better. Specifically, it is argued that the paratransit forms that have evolved to date are largely market-driven responses to the current deficiencies of the road networks of Southeast Asian cities. Pamtransit, I believe, helps compensate for the lack of capacity and poorly developed road hierarchies of these cities. The paratransit sector offers a balance of travel speeds and seating capacities that are adjusted to the physical streetscapes and also provides services suited to the low incomes and relatively low value of time among most poor people in these places. Thus, over the years, unencumbered by govemment regulations, I will argue, paratransit has evolved as a modal adaptauon to the deficiencies of road systems in Southeast Asian cities.
Anecdotally, one can find situations where this proposition seems to be borne out. Take Jakarta, for instance. Because rivers originating in the sou'hern mountain range flow north toward me city, Jakarta's north-south streets are well aevelope~ parallehng the rivers on firm soil beds. Most east-west streets, on the other hand, have an undulating profile, are narrow, and generally lack continuity. Bottlenecks are common at eastwest bridge crossings. Over the years, a number of paratransit modes, like bajajs, bemos, and mikrolets, have plied their trade over east-west roads. Most major north-south roads, on the other hand, have been banned to all but private motorists and public buses. Thus, in Jakarta, paratransit operations have been leaned upon to increase the passenger throughput of deficient east-west thoroughfares. Ostensibly, they have evolved in number and composition to serve these under-capacity, poorly connected corridors --that is, they have functioned as a modal response to the inadequacies of Jakarta's road system.
While illustrious, such tales are usually dismissed as mere anecdotes. This paper subjects this research hypothesis to closer scrutiny by using aggregate data on the composition of transportation modes and road systems for eight of Southeast Asia's largest cities. As such, it is a supply-side analysis, seeking to explore how strongly various indicators on mode diversity and composition are correlated to various indicators of road deficiency. Simple descriptive statistics and correlation measures are used in this pursuit. The paper concludes with suggestions on linking future paratmnsit operations to programs aimed at expanding and upgrading roads and improving overall economic conditions.
Research Approach
To test the hypotheses posed, supply-side data were compiled on the modal and roadway characteristics of the following Southeast Asian cities: in Indonesia, Jakarta, Surabaya, Medan, and Bandung; and elsewhere, Bangkok (Thailand), Manila (the Philippines), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), and Singapore (see Figure 1 ). These are among densest, most populated cities in Southeast Asia, each having over 1.5 million inhabitants. Moreover, these cities include primate centers and national capitals of the largest and economically most advanced non-aligned nations of the region. For six of the eight cities, data were available for multiple points in time. Pooling cross-sectional data over time, 16 cases were available for the analysis.
Data were gathered from a variety of sources, including annual statistics made available by municipal and regional traffic departments, consulting studies, published articles, and field interviews. Official statistics were used as much as possible. Data sources were triangulated to check for consistency. Where inconsistencies existed, estimates provided by knowledgeable local officials were used.
In testing the research hypotheses, two basic measures of modal diversity and three indicators of road system quality were relied upon. Modal diversity was gauged by :
(1) Mode Type Diversity Index: Among the various modal classes for each city, a coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean) was measured based on the number of vehicles in each class. High values indicated considerable variation in basic types of passenger vehicles.
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Figure 1. Eight Southeast Asian Cities Studied
(2) Mode Capacity Diversity Index: The number of vehicles was weighted by average seating capacity of vehicles in each class. From this weighted figure, the coefficient of variation was then computed. High values indicated considerable diversity in the passenger carrying capacity among classes of vehicles.
These measures were matched against the following indicators of road system quality:
(3) Road Kilometers per 100,000 Population: The number of lineal kilometers of paved roads within each metropolitan area per 100,1300 residents. High values indicated relatively high levels of capacity.
(4) Road Hierarchy Index: Among the various classes of roads, a coefficient of variation statistic was measured based on the lineal kilometers of roads within each class, with classes generally defined as arterials, collectors, and local streets. High values indicated considerable variation in road types, generally to be expected in a well-developed road system.
(5) Road Capacity Variety Index: The kilometers of roads in each class were weighted by an ordinal number to account for the higher carrying capacity of higher order roads. The coefficient of variation was then computed from the weighted figures. High values indicated considerable variation in road capacity (suggesting an imbalanced road hierarchy) whereas low values indicated that the overall capacities of road classes were in balance. (In general, this index should be low since, computationally, the kilometers of less numerous arterials are upweighted and those of more prevalent local streets are downweighted.
Adjusting by weights which reflect the vehicular capacities of each class of road, the coefficient of variation should be small for a well-developed road system).
Statistically, this research hypothesizes that the two modal diversity indexes should be negatively related to the third and fourth indices and positively associated with the last one. To the extent this is true, one can surmise that paratransit services thrive in settings where road capacity is limited and the road hierarchy is underdeveloped. To the extent that the informal transport sector has been given a free reign, as in most Southeast Asian cities, one can infer that paratransit services have evolved as a market response to the deficient roads systems in place. The remainder of this paper tests the extent to which these propositions hold.
Background Characteristics of Cities Studied
Summary statistics on population, densities, and road facilities are shown for the eight case study cities in Table 1 for different time points. From the latest time point for each city, which in most cases was 1988, the average population was 4.27 million and the average density was over 10,000 persons per square mile. Jakarta is the most populated city in Southeast Asia and its neighbor to the south, Bandung, with over 1.6 million residents living in an 81 square kilometer area, is one of the densest. With the exception of more modern and affluent Singapore, most "Southeast Asian cities have few kilometers of roads relative to their populations. The three Indonesian cities of Surabaya, Medan, and Bandung only have between 20 to 35 lineal kilometers of paved roads for every 100,000 residents, three to four times less than in Singapore. In many ways, as a fairly prosperous and rapidly modernizing island-state, Singapore differs from the other seven cities, resembling many first-world cities more than third-world ones. Still, since ethnically, culturally, and geo-politicaily it is similnr to the other piaces studied, and equally important, mass transit plays a dominant role in its transportation system, Singapore was retained in the analysis.
One of the primary, reasons behind worsening urban conditions in general and traffic congestion, specifically, in all of these cities has been the meteoric growth in automobile (Spencer and Madhavan, 1989) .
Despite explosive growth in the car ,population, the paratransit sector of most of these cities remains strong, in Manila and lakarm, over 60 percent of all mass transit trips are served by medium-and small-sized vehicles (Chujoh, 1989; Haicrow and Fox Associates, 1982 Class: The third class is made up mainly of microbuses --four-wheeled vansize vehicles that can seat 6 to !2 passengers (e.g., Jakarta's opelets and Medan and Surabaya's bemos). Class IV vchicles are motorized three-wheelers, each serving 2 to 4 passengers, such as Bangkok's Samlors and Tuk-tuks, Manila's motorized tricycles, and Jakarta's ubiquitous bajas. A final class consists of humanpowered three-wheel and horse-powered four-wheel vehicles --e.g., Medan's becaks, Manila's colorful horse carts (calesa), and Singapore's trishaws. Since most of these non-motorized modes have already been banned or soon will be, combined with the fact that statistics on their numbers are unavailable or unreliable, this fifth class is excluded from the analyses.
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Perhaps more than anywhere, Jakarta has an usually rich variety of passenger transport modes --from double-decker city buses to human-pedaled becaks, and most everything in between. With its large population base, large numbers of poor residents, loosely regulated paratransit market, and steady stream of unemployed rural in-migrants, Jakarta's paratransit sector continues to thrive, with well over 50,000 privately operated vehicles cruising the streets each day. In contrast, the paratransit sectors of Singapore and Kuala Lumpur have been reigned in through a combination of regulations, public takeovers, and increased car ownership. In Kuala Lumpur, some 400 privately owned and operated minibuses are the sole paratransit survivor, still serving over 35 percent of motorized trips within the core area (Chua, 1983; Roth and Wynne, 1982) . In Singapore, rickshaws and three-wheelers have been wholly replaced by an intricate web of stage and double-decker buses and a new regional heavy rail system. In all eight cities, past consulting reports have specifically mentioned the conflict between paratransit modes and other motorized traffic as a major source of congestion (Wilbur Smith and Associates, 1974; Kocks, F.H., 1975; JAICA, 1985 JAICA, , 1986 . Other factors that have been blamed include: too many narrow, poorly maintained roads; piecemeal road development; lack of road connectivity and excessive deadends, such as the fishbone road layout (Soi roads) of Bangkok; oversupply of curbside kiosks and hawkers, resulting in the spillover of pedestrains and activities into streets; insufficient off-street parking; lack of land use controls, resulting in the poor location of many traffic generating developments; and minimal enforcement of traffic laws (Jacobs and Fouracre, 1974; Kirby et al., 1986A, 1986B; Rimmer and Dick, 1980; Silcock, 1981) .
., . . '.
Relationship Between Modal Diversity and Road Deficiencies
Estimating Indicators
Computations for the various indicators of modal diversity and road deficiency used in testing the research hypotheses are summarized in the Appendix. Before discussing the results, several caveats are in order. First, as mentioned above, only motorized forms of passenger transport were examined; trucks and other goods movement carders as well as pedicabs, horsecarts, and other non-motorized modes were ignored. Second, modes and roads were examined solely on the supply-side rather than with respect to actual passenger demand levels. Since this analysis is centrally concerned with how modal compositions appear to adjust to road supplies, this focus is appropriate; in general, the same relationships should hold since under free market conditions, supply should respond to demand and vice-versa. Third, care was taken to ensure that the number of modal categories truly distinguished fundamental differences in classes of vehicles. In general, as the number of classes increases, measures of variation will likewise increase. In the case of Jakarta, for instance, municipal statistics separate out the number of minicars, helicaks, and super helicaks. Since all motorized three-wheelers are designed for one to two passengers, these three were combined and treated as one class. If treated separately, indicators ot modal divesity would have increased for Jakarta.
Perhaps the most difficult measurement problem was with respect to road classifications. In general, little consistency was found in how municipalities classify roads. Bandung classifies them according to the width of facilities, with everything over 10 meters classified as arterials, roads 8 to 10 meters wide called collectors, and all other passageways defined as local streets. Other local traffic engineering departments rely upon subjective criteria to classify roads. In this analysis, locally designated classifications were used. In general, it appeared that most local offices classified many streets that were actually designed for local traffic as distributors and, in some cases, even main arterials. Thus, in a way, some of the classifications appear to be based more on demand levels than actual supply characteristics. Overall, a weakness of the road diversity indices is that they are based on local definitions as opposed to the actual performance of the roads or any set of objective criteria.
The top half of each table in the Appendix presents the computations used in deriving the two modal indices: (1) mode type diversity index and (2) mode capacity diversity index. The first is the coefficient of variation for the number of vehicles in each class. All cities had vehicle classes of passenger cars, taxis, motorcycles, and buses. Among the remaining modes, the share of vehicles under each transport class varied considerably. As with the other indices, the coefficient of variation was used to gauge diversity since it controls for the measurement scales by dividing the standard deviation by the arithmetic mean.
The second indicator, the mode capacity diversity index, adjusts the number of vehicles in each class by the average passenger capacity of each mode. Midpoint capacity values were used for each class; in general, the vehicle capacity of each class was consistent across the eight cities, though there were several exceptions based on the unique nature of vehicles in certain places (e.g., Bangkok's samlors). The mode capacity diversity index equals the coefficient of variation for the total capacity column of each table in the Appendix.
Computations for two of the road quality indicators are shown in the bottom half of each table in the Appendix. Taking the coefficient of variation for the lineal kilometers in each road category produced the road hierarchy index. Five of the eight cities had three classes of roads, generally following the arterial-collector-local schema; Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur, and Singapore differentiated their roads more finely, including four classes. The calculated road hierarchy iudex for each city is represented by the coefficient of variation for the road kilometer column. In general, low values represent a lack of hierarchy.
Lastly, adjusting the preceding index by an ordinal rating of the hierarchal standing of each class yielded an index of road variety. The coefficient of variation for this index produced a road capacity variety index. Ordinal weights were used as a second-best approach because actual information on lane capacity was unavailable. In general, arterials received a weight of 5, collectors a weight of 3, and local streets a weight of 1 to establish a functional hierarchy. A low road capacity index suggests that local streets, collectors, and arterials have comparable capacity in total (even though local streets tend to oumumber all others in total kilometers), generally a sign of a well-balanced road hierarchy (Pignataro, 1973; Gennaoui, 1986) . Table 3 summarizes the scores for the various mode and road indicators for each city (and for multiple time points). A comparison of index scores among cities suggests that the research hypotheses are borne out. Manila, for instance, scores high in terms of modal variety. It also has the lowest marks for road hierarchy, suggesting the existence of a poorly integrated road system. Singapore, on the other hand, presents the opposite picture. With virtually all paratransit services replaced by conventional and doubledecker buses, it scores low with regard to variety of mode types and capacities. How- Table 3 .
Summary of Indicators
Summary of Modal Diversity and Road Quality Indicators
Mode Indexes
Road Indexes motorized (sidecart) becaks, it scored much higher than any other city both with respect to mode types and mode capacities. At the opposite end of the spectrum is Singapore and Kuala Lumpur, both of which, because of heavy government regulations, offer the traveling public limited mass transit choices.
Road
Because data for multiple time points were available, it was possible to plot changes in various indicators over time for six of the cities. Plots on changes in mode type diversity and mode capacity diversity were most revealing .and are shown in Figures 2  and 3 respectively. Figure 2 indicates that over the years, the types of modes have diversified in four of the six cities. The ~eatest diversification occurred in Surabaya, Manila, and Singapore. The introduc'3on of microbus and mikrolet services in Surabaya as replacements for pedicabs ~becaks) accounts for Surabaya's gains. Manila's increased diversity is most reflected by the shift in passenger vehicles from jeepneys to private automobiles while Singapore's gains can be attributed to the rapid growth in bus transit, in particular double-decker vehicles. By comparison, both Jakarta and Bandung have witnessed modal consolidation over time as a consequence of increased government bans and restrictions. In particular, Jakartans have seen the wholesale elimination of opelets,. mebeas, mobets, mmicars, helicaks, and super helicaks over the past decade. Figure 3 charts changes in mode diversity (i.e., adjusting for the average seating capacity of each mode). In general, the same patterns hold. Accounting for the wide ranges of seating capacity --from two person motorcycles, to 5 person private cars, to 16 person jeepneys, to 24 person minibuses, and to 50 passenger stage buses--gives Manila the greatest modal variety.
Test of Hypotheses
Again, the overarching hypothesis of this research is that the mix of urban transportation modes in Southeast Asian cities is a market response to the inadequacies of existing road facilities. In general, the greatest mix of paratransit types and capacities can be expected where road capacity is limited (with respect to population) and there is a poorly developed road hierarchy. For the specific measures developed to test this hypothesis, the direction of causation can be stated. Table 4 summarizes the expected signs of correlations between the two measures of modal diversity and the three measures of road quality. In general, they should be negatively associated --where road capacity and hierarchy is deficient, the types and capacities of modes can be expected to be more varied as a compensating factor. The exception is with respect to the "road capacity variety index". With a good road hierarchy, there should be little variation in the capacity of different classes of roads once the number of lanes (or, as in this case, ordinal weight) is accounted for. Thus, a low road capacity index (indicating capacity balance) should be associated with low mode diversity indexes (meaning less dependency on modes of varying seating capacities). Conversely, a high road capacity index (indicating imbalance) should be offset by high mode diversity indices. Thus, the expected association between these measures is positive.
It should be noted that the causality postulated between these factors is temporal. That is, modal characteristics are viewed as responses to road supply characteristics. Thus, in a statistical sense, the various road indicators are explanatory variables and represent antecedent events whereas the modal indicators are dependent variables and represent consequent events (Asher, 1982) . Table 5 presents the Pearson product-moment correlations derived for the pooled data across the eight cities. The signs of the correlations match a priori expectations and the associations are moderately strong. 1 Specifically, among the cities studied: * modes tend to be more diverse, both in types and seating capacities, when and where there are relatively small amounts of road capacity per capita. Thus, they appear to compensate for low capacities; additionally, * modes tend to diversify where there is a lack of variation in types of road (suggesting a lack of hierarchy); and, lastly, * modes tend to diversify when and where the aggregate vehicular capacities of classes of roads are quite different, a sign that the road network is not hierarchically well developed.
Overall, the hypotheses tested in .'.his research are empirically borne out. Southeast Asia's paratransit sector, unhampered by smct entry, and service regulations, appears ,~o have evolved so as to compensate for inadequate road capacity and weak network hierarchy. Apparently, the urban transport market has responded to the inadequacies of the physical road plant. Accordingly, great care should be exercised in regulating paratransit modes. If done too quickly or without sound economic reason, the results could be counterproductive.
Conclusion
The paratransit sector has historically been the backbone of the transportation systems of Southeast Asian cities. Over the years, it has shown to be remarkably innovative in providing highly demand-responsive services. Most modes have carved out unique and distinct market niches --pedicabs and three-wheelers link narrow residential alleys to mainline bus routes. Microbuses provide access to nearby markets, and minibuses and medium-sized fleets connect cross-town neighborhoods and major urban centers. Paratransit has relieved governments from subsidizing public transit and making costly infrastructure investments. Driven by the profit motive, owners and operators of three-wheel scooters, microbuses, and jeepneys have carved out unique market niches, responding to travel demands when no one else would. In terms of seating capacities, operating speeds, and geographic coverage, Southeast Asta's paratransit sector appears to have adapted t For four of the six correlations, 16 pooled cross-sectional longitudinal data were used. For the remaining two correlations --between the mode diversity indicators and the road hierarchy index --only eight data points were used. This is because road hierarchy tended to vary considerabiy across cities but relatively little over time within cities. This reflects the fact that once a road system is in place, it is fairly long lasting. Road additions occur gradually, at least compared to modal additions which appear to be growing exponentially in many instances. Thus, including longitudinal data in the measurement of road hierarchy would have yielded a small level of variation and, thus, insignificant correlations. Comparing patterns simply across the eight cities, however, captured much stronger cross,sectional variation. For this purpose, data were used for each of the eight cities for the latest year only. well to available roadway infrastructure. Modally, it has compensated for road capacity and network deficiencies by providing the combination of seating capacities and speeds that ensure efficient levels of passenger throughput. Based on this research, paratransit appears to be a modal adaptation to the present-day inadequacies of roadway sytems.
To the extent that road facilities begin to improve in step with increased private automobile ownership, these findings likewise suggest that paratransit's role should likely diminish over time. However, any retrenchment in paratransit services should be guided by market conditions, not by heavy-handed or unprincipled government regulations. That is, as traffic flows improve and more travelers opt for private modes of transport, the paratransit market itself can be expected to respond in the form of operators cutting back on routes and consolidating services. Overall, government's regulatory role should be limited to ensuring that vehicles and their drivers meet safety, licensing, and indemnity standards. Market entry and exit, paratransit service levels, and fares should be largely left to competitive market forces. Bandung (1972) Bandung ( 
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